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The Department of Computer Science and Engineering (AI & ML) organized an

Expert Lecture on GitHub for all SE and TE students of Computer Science and

Engineering on 9thOctober 2023.

Mr. Vellaivaranan Thirugnanasambandan , a renowned industry expert with extensive

experience in software development was the resource person for the session. The Expert

Lecture on GitHub was a highly informative and engaging event aimed at introducing

students to the essential concepts and practical applications of GitHub in the context of

software development and collaborative project management.

Mr. Vellaivaranan introduced GitHub as a web-based platform that offers both

version control and collaboration features, explaining its popularity in the software

development community.The lecture explored the core concepts of Git, the underlying

version control system behind GitHub. It covered Git basics, including repositories,

commits, branches, and the Git workflow. He provided an in-depth exploration of GitHub's

features, such as creating and managing repositories, committing changes, branching, and

pull requests. He highlighted the importance of code review and collaboration through

GitHub's interface. The lecture's engaging content, practical demonstrations and real-world

insights left a lasting impression and inspired students to leverage GitHub in their academic.

67 students from SE and TE CSE-AIML department attended this lecture.

Prof. Swapnali R. Teli, Assistant Professor, Computer Science and Engineering (AI &

ML), was the faculty coordinator and Mr. Shivam Parab, student of TE Computer Science

and Engineering (AI & ML)was the student coordinator for the expert lecture. The lecture

was successfully conducted under the guidance of Prof. V. V. Nimbalkar, the Head of

Computer Science and Engineering (AI & ML) Department.
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